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"Gripping and moving. . . . A marvelous return to the John le Carre of old, with all the captivating characters,
finely rendered landscapes, and messy complexities that have always powered his best work." -San Francisco
Chronicle

Hailed everywhere as a masterpiece of suspense, John le Carre's return to Africa is the story of Bruno
Salvador (aka Salvo), the 25-year-old orphaned love child of an Irish missionary and a Congolese woman.
Quickly rising to the top of his profession as an interpreter, Salvo is dispatched by British Intelligence to a
top-secret meeting between Western financiers and East Congolese warlords, where he hears things not
intended for his ears--and is forced to interpret matters never intended for his reawoken African conscience.
By turns thriller, love story, and comic allegory of our times, The Mission Song recounts Salvo's heroically
naive journey out of the dark of Western hypocrisy and into the heart of lightness.

"Entertaining... Salvo may be the author's most naive creation to date, but he is also one of the most
fascinating and engaging... The atmosphere of intrigue builds nicely and convincingly."-Baltimore Sun

"An incendiary tale... Le Carre's understanding of how the world ticks is, as always, machete sharp." -USA
TODAY

"To categorize Le Carre, as many do, as a 'spy' novelist is to do him a disservice; he uses the world of cloak-
and-dagger much as Conrad used the sea--to explore the dark places in human nature.' -Washington Post
Book World

"Le Carre's insight into the dense, dangerous nexus of corporate and government interests is chillingly
assured." -New York Times Book Review

"Engaging, masterfully told... The Mission Song offers an emotional resonance that stays with a reader long
after the book is done." -Cleveland Plain Dealer
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From reader reviews:

Sandra Yunker:

Do you have favorite book? In case you have, what is your favorite's book? Book is very important thing for
us to understand everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim as well as goal; it means that reserve
has different type. Some people truly feel enjoy to spend their a chance to read a book. They may be reading
whatever they take because their hobby is reading a book. Think about the person who don't like looking at a
book? Sometime, man or woman feel need book whenever they found difficult problem or exercise. Well,
probably you should have this The Mission Song.

Robert Wilkerson:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book mainly book
entitled The Mission Song the mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each and every
aspect that maybe unidentified for but surely will become your mind friends. Imaging just about every word
written in a reserve then become one application form conclusion and explanation this maybe you never get
previous to. The The Mission Song giving you an additional experience more than blown away your brain
but also giving you useful info for your better life in this era. So now let us show you the relaxing pattern the
following is your body and mind is going to be pleased when you are finished reading through it, like
winning a game. Do you want to try this extraordinary shelling out spare time activity?

Willie Thacker:

In this period of time globalization it is important to someone to get information. The information will make
anyone to understand the condition of the world. The fitness of the world makes the information quicker to
share. You can find a lot of references to get information example: internet, paper, book, and soon. You will
see that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. The actual book that recommended for your
requirements is The Mission Song this guide consist a lot of the information on the condition of this world
now. This specific book was represented how can the world has grown up. The words styles that writer make
usage of to explain it is easy to understand. Typically the writer made some study when he makes this book.
Honestly, that is why this book suitable all of you.

Ralph Pettie:

Reserve is one of source of understanding. We can add our expertise from it. Not only for students but native
or citizen have to have book to know the up-date information of year to year. As we know those publications
have many advantages. Beside many of us add our knowledge, could also bring us to around the world. By
the book The Mission Song we can consider more advantage. Don't you to definitely be creative people? To
be creative person must like to read a book. Just choose the best book that ideal with your aim. Don't always
be doubt to change your life at this book The Mission Song. You can more attractive than now.
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